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world famous Italian film director Pier Paulo Pasolini. Pasolini was brutally slain in
November 1975, soon after making a movie apparently inspired by the Marquis de Sade that
was instantly banned.
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In his ebook The Lilly and the Egg, art historian O'Halloran Ford blows the lid off all the previously held
theories about the death of Pier Paulo Pasolini.

Published by Arcadia Books on behalf of Dynasty Press as an ebook of some 1,000 or more pages, The Lilly
and the Egg tells the untold full story behind these extraordinary events. It is finally made clear that this story
extends far beyond the murder of a gay film director. It blows the whistle on lust and moral depravity
previously hidden within both the German aristocratic elite and the upper echelons of the Vatican.

It was at Ostia near Rome on 2 November 1975 that the still unsolved murder of the great, openly gay film
director Pier Paolo Pasolini took place. He was run over several times with his own car. Italian police quickly
arrested a seventeen year old rent boy Giuseppe Pelosi. Pelosi confessed to murdering Pasolini. But twenty-nine
years later he retracted his confession. It was, he said, made under the threat of violence to his family.

The murder happened two weeks before the film's premier and the content of Pasolini's 1975 film Salò, or the
120 Days of Sodom is notorious. Named by TimeOut as the Most Controversial Film of All Time and often
outright banned, to many the filmmaker's murder has appeared to have been connected in some way with the
making of the film. But how? And why? Pasolini's transposition of the Marquis de Sade’s 18th-century opus of
torture and degradation to 1944 Fascist Italy is passionately debated to this day as a thought-provoking inquiry
into political, social, and sexual dynamics. And it is rumoured that some of the rolls of the film were stolen at
the time of the murder. And the strangeness of the actual events portrayed in the film itself and the mystery
surrounding how the portrayal of these events came about has remained a mystery. Until now.

Mr Ford says he was completely astonished to find, when working on an apparently unrelated project, that he
was the one who had finally stumbled upon the truth. This was, as it seem so often happens in such cases, only
after reading by chance some unpublished personal diaries. In this case they came from Germany during the
Nazi era. In an extraordinary twist, these intimate diaries link the film director's death not only to de Sade but
also to the German war hero Claus von Stauffenberg. von Stauffenberg was himself portrayed in a film, by Tom
Cruise in the 2008 historical thriller film Valkyrie.

Even as we learn In The Lilly and the Egg of the bizarre real life events which inspired the making of Salo, yet
the book also tells an amazing story of pure redemptive love, as well as the tale of a brilliant artist of
international repute. It has been said before of a book that it will change your life. When he was asked to read
the book the world famous artist Anthony Christian was so inspired that he created the cover and a series of
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paintings to illustrate Ford's book, mysterious and beautiful in themselves.

Dynasty Press has included images of these paintings in its ebook and says that The Lilly and the Egg is a work
about Art, God, War and Sex, but mostly Love. Inspired by Leonardo da Vinci, the author is led on a path of
discovery full of murder and mayhem. Ford only really finds out why Italian film director Pier-Paulo Pasolini
was murdered when he learns the World War II real life story of English Red Cross nurse Lilly Duveen in
Fascist Italy.

Lilly was kidnapped and endured months of sexually torture, ostensibly for 120 days in accordance with the
famous book by the Marquis de Sade "120 Days of Sodom", until she was rescued by the Italian aristocrat
Egbert di Santo. Known as Egg to his friends, he had fallen in love with her and after Egg and Lilly married
they commissioned one of the world's great collections of erotic art. Researching their collection of the Lilly
Eggs which commemorate their love is what sets O'Halloran Ford off on his journey of unexpected discovery.
Lilly's reason for sharing her unique life story with Ford provides the twist at the end of this epic journey
through all the avenues of Life.

The Lilly and The Egg ebook produced and published on behalf of Dynasty Press, 36 Ravensdon Street,
London SE11 4AQ www.dynastypress.co.uk by Arcadia Books Ltd 2013, 139 Highlever Road, London W10
6PH www.arcadiabooks.co.uk. Arcadia ebooks are distributed by Faber Factory, Bloomsbury House, 74-77
Great Russell Street, London WC1B 3DA, United Kingdom.

Cover artwork from a design by Anthony Christian. The paintings that appear in this book and on the cover are
by Anthony Christian, www.ichorgallery.com.

About Dynasty Press
Dynasty Press, founded in 2008, is a boutique Publishing House specializing in works connected to royalty,
dynasties and people of influence. Committed to the freedom of the press to allow authentic voices and
important stories to be made public, Dynasty Press boldly publishes titles which reveal and analyse the lives of
figures who are often, but not always, placed in the upper echelons of international society. Recent titles include
the New York Times best seller The Untold Life of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother (jointly with St.
Martin's Press) by Lady Colin Campbell, American Alice by Richard Freeborn and Dangerous Score by Mike
Bearcroft, to benefit The Hillsborough Family Support Group. Forthcoming titles include Terry Cooper's
astounding Death by Dior. For more information please visit www.dynastypress.co.uk
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